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1 Fault Tolerance Configuration 
For applications that require a high level of availability the OpenEnterprise product supports a Fault 
Tolerant configuration. In a Fault Tolerant system, an Active (Master) Server provides database 
services for OpenEnterprise Workstation clients, and a Standby Server keeps in step with it. Should a 
problem occur with the Active Server, the Standby is  able to switch into Active mode, and continue 
processing database transactions where the previous Active Server left off.  

1.1 Dedicated Fault Tolerance Network 
When configuring a Fault Tolerant system, it is highly recommended to set up a dedicated Fault 
Tolerance Network between the Master and Standby Servers. The reasons for this are: - 

1. Performance - Fault Tolerance related traffic is removed from the Workstation and RTU LAN. 

2. Reliability. 

The Fault Tolerance Network is also known as the JCP Network. Note that in order to provide true 
network redundancy, the redundant OpenEnterprise Servers must be fitted with dual Ethernet cards. 

A Fault Tolerant OpenEnterprise system requires additional configuration to that required when 
running a Standalone OpenEnterprise session.  

1.2 How Fault Tolerance Works 
When OpenEnterprise is run as a Standalone system, only one database is required. However, in 
order to support a Fault Tolerant database, an extra Journal Service connection is employed  for 
communication between the database on each Server, and an extra database called the Arbitrator is 
required. 

1.2.1.1 The Journal Service 

In order to implement a Fault Tolerant OpenEnterprise system, two identical instances of the 
database, are configured, one on each Server. The Master database transfers data to the Standby 
database in realtime using a dedicated journal stream. The journal stream is a TCP/IP connection 
identified by the service name jcp1. 

Note that in previous versions of OpenEnterprise this functionality was provided by the Journal 
Control Process (JCP) as a separate Windows task, but it has now become part of the main database 
process.  

How does each database know whether it is to pass or receive database transactions to the other 
database? This is where the Arbitrator database comes in (see the next section).  

1.2.1.2 The Arbitrator Database 

The Arbitrator database uses server and  system data to determine and control fault tolerance.  It 
informs the database on each server  which one is the currently Active database and which is the 
Standby. The main databases connect to the Arbitrator database via the arbitrator1 TCP port.   

The diagram below shows the relationship between the two main databases and the Arbitrator. 
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2 Fault Tolerance Task List 
In order to configure a Fault Tolerant OpenEnterprise system with a dedicated Fault Tolerant 
Network, you will need to: - 

1. Create the physical network 

2. Modify each Server's Hosts file 

3. Modify the Database Configuration file. 

4. Build the Arbitrator Database 

5. Check the Arbitrator database 

6. Create a Redundant Session 

7. Starting and Stopping a Redundant Session 

8. Causing a Manual Failover 

9. Set up OEPing if required 

2.1 The Physical Network 
The first step in configuring a Fault Tolerant Network for an OpenEnterprise system is to put one extra 
network card in each server to be used exclusively by the Fault Tolerant processes (JCP and 
Arbitrator). The Fault Tolerant network cards should have IP addresses that cannot be 'seen' by the 
SCADA network cards.  

Then the Hosts file on each server should be edited to associate the local and remote IP address for 
each card with its respective Host name. The convention is to first decide on the Host names for the 
SCADA network (e.g. HOSTA and HOSTB), then to append an underscore followed by JCP to these 
Host names for the Redundant network Host names (e.g. HOSTA_JCP, HOSTB_JCP). 
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In the diagram below, the Active (Master) server has two network connections with Host names 
HOSTA and HOSTA_JCP respectively. The Standby server is configured identically to the Master 
with the exception that the two Host names are HOSTB and HOSTB_JCP.  

The Redundant network is isolated from the SCADA network, and so provides network redundancy 
for the servers to exchange JCP (Journal Control Process) data. This ensures that if the SCADA 
network breaks, the two servers can still communicate with each other. 

 

2.2 Hosts File 
The Hosts file is found in the '%Windows%\System32\drivers\etc' directory. It matches IP 
addresses with Host names. Some of the server components are case sensitive so it is strongly 
recommended that only lower or uppercase characters be used in configuration text. 

The following hosts file extract shows the required entries for both Master and Standby server. 

11.100.0.100  HOSTA_JCP 

11.100.0.101  HOSTB_JCP 
} The JCP Network 

101.100.0.100 HOSTA 
101.100.0.101 HOSTB } The Local Area Network 

   

2.3 Modify the Database Configuration File 
Fault Tolerance should be configured so that the RTRDB, when starting up,  searches for the 
Arbitrator in the following order: 

1. On the local host; 
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2. On the Fault Tolerance network; 

This is done by ensuring that the 'ft' module in the database resource file (Poly.cfg) is set up 
correctly. The following are example Poly.cfg file entries for both Master and Standby. 

2.3.1 Master Server Setup 

The following is an extract from the Poly.cfg file on the Master Server. Note from the 
arbitrator_service resource the order in which the OpenEnterprise Database searches for an 
arbitrator as it starts up on the Main Server.  

--------------------------------------- 

-- Fault tolerant settings... 

--------------------------------------- 

ft:db 

arbitrator_protocol = poly 

arbitrator_service = HOSTA_JCP:arbitrator1,HOSTB_JCP:arbitrator1 

journal_service = HOSTA_JCP:jcp1 

other_journal_service = HOSTB_JCP:jcp1 

enable_journalling = false 

arbitrator_run_isolated = true 

2.3.2 Standby Server Setup 

The following is an extract from the Poly.cfg file on the Standby Server. It mirrors the setup on the 
Master server, but the Journal Service and Other Journal Service names are reversed. 

--------------------------------------- 

-- Fault tolerant settings... 

--------------------------------------- 

ft:db 

arbitrator_protocol = poly 

arbitrator_service = HOSTB_JCP:arbitrator1,HOSTA_JCP:arbitrator1 

journal_service = HOSTB_JCP:jcp1 

other_journal_service = HOSTA_JCP:jcp1 

enable_journalling = false 

arbitrator_run_isolated = true 
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2.4 Build the Arbitrator 
The Arbitrator is a mandatory component within a Redundant OpenEnterprise Session. It is not 
required for a Standalone session. The Arbitrator is a special database that is used to decide which 
server should be the Master and which should be the Standby. At any one time only one arbitrator will 
be running on the Master Standby pair. Typically it will be running on the Master. 

In order to configure an Arbitrator first start an empty arbitrator database by clicking on the Windows 
Start button and selecting: - 

Start>Programs>OpenEnterprise>Arbitrator>Empty Arbitrator 

Then start an SQL session to the arbitrator using: -  

Start>Programs>OpenEnterprise>Arbitrator>SQL 

At the SQL prompt type: - 

SQL> include 'alltables'; 

SQL> shutdown; 

The Arbitrator's schema is now initialised. Now start an Arbitrator to load the correct configuration 
using: - 

Start>Programs>OpenEnterprise>Arbitrator>Arbitrator 

The user should now edit the example database load file Example.sql found in the 
%INSTALLDRIVE%:\Program 
Files\Bristol\OpenEnterprise\Database\ArbitratorSchema directory to add 
configuration specifics. (Change the name attribute to match the hostnames of the specific servers.) 

Example Script for the Arbitrator:- 

insert into oejcpcontrol ( name, heartbeat_interval, heartbeat_timeout, 
startup_timeout, server_label) values ('ServerA:jcp1', SECONDS(30), 90, 
120, 'A'); 

commit; 

insert into oejcpcontrol ( name, heartbeat_interval, heartbeat_timeout, 
startup_timeout, server_label) values ('ServerB:jcp1', SECONDS(30), 90, 
120, 'B'); 

commit; 

Note: The names used must match the journal_service name specified in poly.cfg and they are case 
sensitive. They should also match the host name values specified on the FaultTolerance key within 
the Settings Editor - (ThisHostName and OtherHostName). 

Once satisfied with the edits the file must be saved to a different filename, keeping the SQL 
extension. The following assumes the file is called myarbitrator.sql. 

Then start an SQL session to the arbitrator using the provided Arbitrator SQL shortcut. 

At the SQL prompt type:- 

SQL> include 'myarbitrator'; 

SQL> save into 'arbitrator.dat'; 
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SQL> shutdown; 

The user can optionally modify the:- 

1. heatbeat_interval 

2. heartbeat_timeout 

3. startup_timeout values. 

Adjust these values according to the application's requirements. 

2.4.1 Monitoring a redundant session 

The Session Manager will monitor and make available the status of both redundant servers. This 
state information is displayed in the Session Managers Status Bar and also written to the Redundancy 
table within the realtime database. 

2.4.2 Arbitrator Heartbeat Interval 

This determines how often the journal process will send a heartbeat to the arbitrator. It is 
recommended that this value should be at least a factor of three times less than the 
heartbeat_timeout value.e.g. SECONDS(30)   

2.4.3 Arbitrator Heartbeat Interval 

This determines how often the journal process will send a heartbeat to the arbitrator. It is 
recommended that this value should be at least a factor of three times less than the 
heartbeat_timeout value.e.g. SECONDS(30)   

2.4.4 Arbitrator Startup Timeout 

This value should be set to a count of seconds that corresponds to the amount of time it takes the 
system, from start-up to reach its idle state. Any errors heartbeat time-outs occurring within this period 
will be ignored.e.g. 12 

2.5 Check the Arbitrator Database 
The oejcpcontrol table in the Arbitrator database must show the Host names for each server in 
the correct case, as shown in the example below.  

SQL> select name,server_label from oejcpcontrol; 

+--------------------+--------------+ 

| name               | server_label | 

+--------------------+--------------+ 

| 'HOSTA_JCP:jcp1'   | 'A'          | 

| 'HOSTB_JCP:jcp1'   | 'B'          | 

+--------------------+--------------+ 

Query Done: 2 records selected 
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2.6 Create a Redundant Session 
The settings for a redundant OpenEnterprise session are different on the Master and Standby Server. 
For this reason, we recommend the following procedure:- 

1. Create the redundant session first on what will be the initial Master Server 

2. Import that configuration to the other (Standby) Server using the Settings Editor 

3. Make the necessary changes to the session for the other Server 

Note that although server A is described as the initial Master and server B is described as the initial 
Standby, either can become the Master or Standby.  

2.6.1 How to create a Redundant Session on the Master Server 

Open the Session Manager and select the Session>New menu option.  

 

2.6.2 Session Type Page 

This will open the Add New Session wizard. On the first page of the wizard you must select the 
'Redundant session' option. 

 

2.6.3 Server Identification Page 

The Master Server should be set up with a machine label of 'A'. This computer name should be set to 
the name or alias of the Master Server (here 'HOSTA'). The other computer name should be set to the 
name or alias of the Standby Server (here 'HOSTB'). 
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2.6.4 Arbitrator Page 

The recommended data service string for connecting to the Arbitrator is shown below. The string 
defines the local arbitrator data service first, followed by two data services where the Session 
Manager may find the Arbitrator if it is running on the other Server. The first of these remote Arbitrator 
data services directs the Session Manager over the Server dedicated redundant network, the second 
directs the Session Manager over the normal SCADA network. 
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2.6.5 Configuring the Database Task 

The Tasks page of the New Session Wizard enables us to set up the tasks that will run as part of the 
session. The main task of any session is the Database. Here is an example setup for the Database 
task. 

2.6.5.1 Add a Task 

Firstly, click the [Add] button on the Add New Session - Tasks page. 
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2.6.5.2 Define the Database Task 

On the Tasks page type the task name and use the [Browse...] button to select the rtrdb.exe file. 
Then set the Database Data directory and the Program Arguments that are required. If you are 
running a persistent database you will need to use the -m and -s parameters to define a memory 
mapped file, as shown in the example below. For more information see the Configuring Persistence 
page in the Session Manager documentation. 
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2.6.5.3 Set the Shutdown type 

The Shutdown Type for the Database task should be set to Close. This means that if the Server is 
running the database in Standby mode it will close the database without saving it.  

However, for a Redundant database, the Advanced Shutdown setting should always be used to 
specify the settings for a Database shutdown if the Server is running as the Master. So we must click 
the [Advanced] button when setting this up. 
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2.6.5.4 Advanced Shutdown Settings 

On the Advanced Shutdown settings page for a redundant database we need to point the Session 
Manager to the ShutdownDB executable. This will save the database before closing it when the 
database is running as Master on this Server. 
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Once we have configured the Database Task we need to set up any other Sever tasks that we need 
for the Session. See the  OpenEnterprise Help File for a list of possible Server tasks and a brief 
description of their purpose. 

2.6.6 Export the Session Settings from the Master Server 

Open the Settings Editor on the Master Server, select the key for the created session, then select the 
Export option from the context menu. 

 

Save the file with the name provided, which will be the name of the session. Then copy it over to the 
Application directory on the Standby Server. 
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2.6.7 Importing the Session Settings to the Standby Server 

Open the Settings Editor on the Standby Server, then select File>Import from the  menu bar. 

 

Locate the exported session that was copied over from the Master Server, and open it. 
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2.6.8 Modifying the Fault Tolerant Session on the Standby Server 

After importing the session that was created on the Master Server onto the Standby Server, run the 
Session Manager on the Standby machine and open the imported session. The machine label and 
remote arbitrator data service settings now need to be modified for the Standby Server. 

2.6.8.1 Server Identification Page 

The imported session should now be modified so that the Standby has a machine label of 'B'. This 
computer name should be set to the name or alias of the Standby Server (here 'HOSTB'). The other 
computer name should be set to the name or alias of the initial Master Server (here 'HOSTA'). 
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2.6.8.2 Arbitrator Key 

The Dataservice value is now modified so that if the arbitrator is not running on the local machine, the 
database can connect to the arbitrator service on the other server (the original Master), first going 
through the redundant network, and then, if necessary, via the SCADA network. 
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2.7 Starting and Stopping a Redundant Session 
In order to safely start and stop a redundant OpenEnterprise session we need to observe these 
simple rules. 

2.7.1 Starting a Redundant Session 

There are two possible scenarios when starting a redundant session. 

2.7.1.1 Scenario 1 - Starting a redundant session for the first time 

• In this scenario, it is probably best to first start the Session on the Server that we have 
designated as Server A. This will initially be our Master Server. 

• To do this, open the Session Manager on that Server and select the Session that you 
configured using Session>Open. 
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• Then select Session>Start. 

• When the Master Server is properly up and running you will be informed in the Session 
Manager's Status Pane:- 

 

And also in the Status Bar:- 

 

• We can then start the session on the other Server that we designated as Server B. The 
Status Pane and Status Bar of the Session Manager will indicate that the database is 
loading. Then after a time it will inform us that the database is now in a Standby State. 
When the Servers are running as Master and Standby we have a redundant database. 

2.7.1.2 Scenario 2 - Starting a Redundant Session on Subsequent Occasions 

• We should first make doubly sure that neither of the redundant Servers is running an 
OpenEnterprise session.  

• In this scenario we must always begin with the Server that was most recently the Master 
Server. We should open the Session Manager and start the session on this Server. 

• Once the Master session reports that it is in Master State, we can then start the session on 
the Standby. 

2.7.2 Stopping a Redundant Session 

If we want to stop a redundant session, we have to first stop the Standby session from the Session 
Manager with the Session>Stop menu item in the Session Manager. The Standby Session will take a 
while to close down.  

When the Standby session has stopped, we can then close the Master session that is running on the 
other Server by selecting the Session>Stop menu from the Session Manager on that machine. 

2.8 Causing a Manual Failover 
From time to time you may wish to cause a manual failover between the Servers. This means that the 
Master Server will stop and the current Standby Server will become the Master Server. 

This can be achieved from either Server by selecting the Options>Failover item from the Session 
Manager's menu bar. 
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We strongly advise against using the Session>Stop menu item on the Master Server for this 
operation. 

2.9 OEPing INI File Settings 
The following shows the required OEPing.ini configuration for Master and Standby servers with host 
names of 'HOSTA' and 'HOSTB'. The OEPing.ini file should go into the Windows directory on each 
OpenEnterprise Server. 

[HOSTA] 

Hosts=HOSTA:0,Nexus:1,HOSTB:4 

Arbitrator1=arbitrator1,HOSTB_jcp:arbitrator1,HOSTB:arbitrator1 

ServerLetter=A 

PingFrequency=10000 

PingTimeout=50 

PingRetries=1 

RefreshInterval=10000 

[HOSTB] 

Hosts=HOSTB:0,Nexus:1,HOSTA:4 

Arbitrator1=arbitrator1,HOSTA_jcp:arbitrator1,HOSTA:arbitrator1 

ServerLetter=B 

PingFrequency=10000 

PingTimeout=50 

PingRetries=1 

RefreshInterval=10000 

Finally, the OEPing component should be configured to run as a task in the Redundant Session. 
  See the OEPing help file for more information. 
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